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Summary 
This document details the outcomes of a project to improve the energy efficiency of houses within the Town Camps of 
Alice Springs, as part of the Alice Solar City (ASC) project.  

Over the period March 2008 to June 2011, 61 town camp houses had a range of energy efficiency measures retrofitted 
with a focus on training and employment of residents of the Town Camps during the rollout. 

Two third-party evaluations of the project were completed, and their key findings are summarised below. 

 

 

Background 
Tangentyere Council is the peak representative body for the 2000-3000 residents living in 18 Town Camps around Alice 
Springs, who comprise close to 10% of the Alice Springs population.  
 
Each Town Camp has an Aboriginal Housing Association, with the president of each representing the association on the 
Tangentyere Council board. The land tenure of the Alice Springs Town Camps is that each Town Camp is a perpetual 
Lease, the title being held by the relevant Aboriginal Housing Association. 
 
The residential homes in the Town Camps have historically been thermally inefficient and overcrowded.  
 
Tangentyere Council is a member of the Alice Solar City consortium and its role in Alice Solar City was focused on 
investment in improved energy and thermal efficiency in Town Camp housing, as well as providing training and 
employment for Town Camp residents as part of the housing upgrades. 
 
At the time of Alice Springs becoming a Solar City, the then executive director of Tangentyere Council, William Tilmouth 
said: 
 

 
At the start of the ASC-Tangentyere Housing Project, the homes on the camps were owned and controlled by the housing 
associations with a perpetual land lease.  
 
In December 2009 the majority of the housing associations signed a 40 year sub-lease agreement with the 
Commonwealth government in return for a large investment in new and upgraded houses through the Strategic 
Indigenous Housing and Infrastructure Program (SIHIP). As a result, a parallel program of refurbishments and new builds 
commenced in the camps.  
 
The housing is now in effect owned and controlled by NT Housing and the residents are public housing tenants. 
 
 

Energy Efficiency Measures  
Tangentyere Council secured a separate grant to support the general renovation of up to 70 homes, and used funding 
through Alice Solar City to enhance the upgrades with a number of energy efficiency improvements. 
 
A suite of energy efficiency improvements were selected, based on the outcomes of previous trial programs including the 
“Fixing Houses for Better Health” program and Tangentyere’s thermal comfort program.  
 

“Tangentyere Council believes this program will reach across a number of social and economic levels.” 
   
 “We’re hoping for it to have an impact on the health of our old and young generations, by providing houses that 
are warm in winter decreasing the likelihood of people developing chest infections and pneumonia, reducing the 
impact of overcrowding, and reducing dust levels in and around the house, a major contributor to trachoma, 
respiratory diseases and skin infections.“  
 
“Lastly, we are hoping Solar Cities will provide some much needed employment for a small group of Town 
Campers, who will be trained to undertake much of the upgrade work.” 
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The measures that were funded are provided below. For images of the measures in situ, refer to Appendix 1.  
 

Action Description 
Compact fluorescent lighting Replace all existing light bulbs with energy efficient CFL equivalents.  

Canvas sheet curtains Install robust internal curtains to reflect sunlight and assist in heat 
retention 

Windows and seals Replacement of aluminium sliding glass windows with fully sealed vertical 
sliding polycarbonate windows 

Ceiling/roof insulation Installation of R3 bulk insulation 

Insulated cladding to external walls Walls receiving significant sunlight were retrofitted with a corrugated iron 
cladding to catch and disperse solar energy, preventing it from heating up 
the home’s block work. 

Air-conditioner irrigation system Using Evaporative air conditioning runoff to irrigate trees on the property 

External door seals Fitting effective seals on external doors 

One shot solar hot water booster Installing a switch to reduce unnecessary booster use. When hot water 
boosting is required, the switch is turned on manually and it later turns off 
automatically 

Timers for stoves Timers were installed to prevent stoves being used inefficiently as heaters 
for long periods 

Timers for other circuits  Timers for air-conditioners, heaters etc were installed 

Ceiling mounted radiant heaters Robust heaters were installed to provide a small radiant heating effect 

Evaporative Air- conditioners Installation of lower energy cooling options, appropriate for Central 
Australian conditions. 

Table 1: List of energy efficiency measures undertaken 

 

Figure 1: A town camp house with window and external cladding retrofits applied 
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Implementation 
Rollout 
The energy efficiency improvements were rolled out to 61 houses over three years from early 2008 through to June 
2011. Tangentyere Council managed the design and implementation process, receiving 35% funding support from Alice 
Solar City up to $15,000 per house.  
 
The expenditure claims per financial year are summarised below. 
 

Financial Year 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 Total 
Houses Completed 24 22 15 61 

Funding Claimed $291,580.32 $286,450.59 $183,875.61 $761,906.52 

Table 2: Progress per financial year 

 
The following table shows the breakdown of the number and costs of actions completed, with the exception of compact 
fluorescent lamps that were not claimed: 
 

Measure Number of 
houses 

Total Cost 
GST Ex 

Average Cost 
GST ex 

ASC Total 
contribution 

Canvas sheet curtains 60  $      90,555   $      1,509   $      30,631  

Windows and seals 57  $    677,682   $    11,889   $    229,232  

Ceiling/ roof insulation 56  $    228,089   $      4,073   $      77,153  

Insulated cladding to external walls 17  $      26,153   $      1,538   $        8,846  

Roof Ventilators 7  $        1,950   $         279   $           660  

External door seals 60  $      12,520   $         209   $        4,235  

One shot solar hot water booster 61  $      30,127   $         494   $      10,191  

Timers for stoves 61  $      50,191   $         823   $      16,977  

Timers for other circuits (AC, heaters) 58  $      89,200   $      1,538   $      30,173  

Ceiling mounted radiant heaters 58  $    230,282   $      3,970   $      77,895  

Evaporative air-conditioning (AC) 61  $    755,645   $    12,388   $    255,603  

Air-conditioner irrigation system 37  $      60,045   $      1,623   $      20,311  

Total 593  $ 2,252,440   $      3,798   $    761,907  

Table 3: Number and costs of actions completed 

 
The following table provides an overview of the number of houses upgraded per camp: 
 

Town Camp common name 
Number of 
houses 

ASC 
contribution 

Abbotts 3  $         42,951  
Anthepe 3  $         37,455  
Charles Creek 4  $         45,142  
Hidden Valley 5  $         66,737  
Hoppies 6  $         76,142  
Ilparpa 3  $         41,473  
Ilpiye Ilpiye 2  $         26,495  
Karnte 6  $         85,244  
Larapinta Valley 5  $         67,935  
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Little Sisters 5  $         64,346  

Morris Soak 3  $         21,549  

Mt Nancy 3  $         30,048  

Old Timers 4  $         50,951  

Palmers 1  $           8,980  

Trucking Yards 5  $         60,161  

Walpiri 3  $         36,298  
Total 61  $  761,907  

Table 4: Number of houses per camp 

 

Training and upskilling 
An important goal of the project was to provide training and employment opportunities for Town Camp residents. 
Tangentyere Council initially employed 12 Community Development Employment Projects  (CDEP) trainee workers and 3 
builder/trainers. Further trainees were later employed.   
 
Split into teams, trainees worked on several full house upgrades in Town Camps over twelve months, including the 
energy efficiency upgrades.  Trainees also enrolled in a Certificate II in Construction, with the Centre for Appropriate 
Technology operating as the Registered Training Organisation to manage the training program.   
 
The training and employment project achieved a very high success rate.  Of the 24 staff employed, 20 completed their 
Certificate II and went on to gain further full-time employment with Territory Alliance on the Strategic Indigenous Housing 
and Infrastructure Program (SIHIP). 
 
Alice Solar City contributed a total of $150,000 towards the training component of the housing upgrades.   
 
 

Evaluation 
Tangentyere Council undertook two separate evaluations. The first looked at the acceptance of the measures by 
residential occupants, while the second measured the effects of the retrofits on internal temperatures and energy 
consumption of a small sample of the houses. 
 
A comprehensive evaluation of the project was affected by 
several factors. The first is that electricity metering of the 
majority of Town Camp housing is via pre-paid meters that 
accept ‘power cards’ purchased from selected retail outlets. 
The use of pre-payment meters means that a regular reading 
is not taken by Power and Water, requiring separate 
dedicated metering equipment, or arranging for a separate 
meter reading process to occur regularly. 
 
The second issue was that the houses were vacated for an 
extended period during which a complete renovation was 
completed. Also, owing to the complexities involved, no 
information was gathered on the appliances in place prior to 
the upgrade for the majority of houses, or on the levels of 
occupancy prior to the upgrade, and after completion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: A typical pre-paid meter 
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"Tangentyere Council's participation in the Alice Solar City consortium has meant that town campers could take 
advantage of the same energy efficiency measures and financial incentives enjoyed by the wider community.”  
 
“Tangentyere Council is hopeful that the energy costs borne by many of Alice Springs’ most disadvantaged 
residents will decrease as a result of this important initiative.” 
 
Andrew Broffman, Senior Architect, Tangentyere Design 

Comparison with Alice Solar City residential program 
Alice Solar City’s mainstream residential program used a voluntary incentive-based marketing approach to engaging with 
Alice Springs households, with budgets available to support solar PV, solar hot water, and energy efficiency retrofits.  
 
This contrasts with the Tangentyere housing program that had a separate fixed Alice Solar City budget allocation focused 
on energy efficiency. Engagement with the households was via the Tangentyere Council and its member associations, as 
an extension to a broader investment in refurbishment for which capital was already allocated. 
 

 
 
 

Bushlight Community Research Report 
Bushlight, a program of the Centre for Appropriate Technology was engaged by Tangentyere Council to: 
• collaborate with the Tangentyere Research Hub to undertake qualitative research on the energy efficiency 

improvements 

• provide energy efficiency training to Tangentyere 
researchers and housing officers 

 
Bushlight conducted a survey of a sample of residents in the 
houses that had received upgrades, focusing on experiences with 
the measures that were installed.  
 
 
Key findings included: 
• There was general satisfaction with the energy efficiency 

upgrades 

• The support for the radiant heaters was mixed, and 
additional heat sources continued to be used (open fires 
and portable electric heaters) 

• Timer switches were well received 

• Thermal comfort was improved 

• Energy savings were difficult to measure given that many 
of the houses did not have electric air conditioning or 
heating prior to the upgrades. 

 
The full report “Tangentyere Thermal Efficiency Project – 
Community Research Report, Tangentyere Council Research Hub 
& Bushlight, June 2011” is available on the Alice Solar City 
website. 

Figure 3: Community Research Report 
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Figure 4: Example of the educational materials produced for the project 

 

HealthHabitat Temperature Monitoring Report 
A separate monitoring study on the effect of the energy efficiency improvements was conducted by HealthHabitat with 
funding from Virgin Unite. The study involved monitoring four houses before and after retrofits. 
 
Findings of the study included: 

• Internal temperatures in summer were reduced by an average of 4ºC 

• Internal temperatures in winter increased by 2ºC to 4ºC and the diurnal (day to night) range reduced significantly 

• Energy consumption in general actually increased in the homes after the retrofits.  It is likely that this is due to 
the improved homes attracting increased occupancy, and that the homes had more functioning appliances in 
place after the upgrades than before. 

• No data was gathered on the appliances in place before upgrades, or on changing occupancy levels. This limited 
the ability to confirm the likely 
reasons for the increases that 
were observed.  

 
The full report:  “Data Analysis from 
Temperature & Power monitoring 
Equipment, HealthHabitat, 12 
September 2011” is available on the 
Alice Solar City website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Example extract from the HealthHabitat report 
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Appendix 1: Examples of Energy Efficiency Measures 
 

 
Figure 6: Canvas sheet curtain installed over new  

window set 
 

 
Figure 7: Electric stove with timer switch on wall 

 
Figure 8: Retrofitted vertical sliding polycarbonate window 

set 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Insulated cladding to external walls and  

ducted evaporative cooler 
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Figure 10: One-shot booster switch and assorted 

 timer switches 

 
 

 
Figure 11: New ducted evaporative air-conditioner with  

bleed-water irrigation connection 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Ceiling mounted radiant heater and compact 

 fluorescent light fitting 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Pre-paid meter with used cards 

 


